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ABSTRACT 
An n × n complex matrix A is termed Re-nonnegative definite (Re-nnd) if the 
real part of x*Ax is nonnegative for every complex n-vector x. This paper is mainly 
concerned with solving the following matrix inverse problem: Given complex matrices 
X and B, find the set of all complex Re-nnd matrices A such that AX = B. 
We denote the complex n-vector space by C ", the complex n × m matrix 
space by C n×m, the set of all matrices in C "×" with rank r by Cr "×'' ,  the 
conjugate transpose of a complex matrix A by A*, the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of a complex matrix A by A t, the Hermitian part ½(A + A*) of a 
complex square matrix A by H(A), the real part of a complex number b by 
Re b, and the n × n identity matrix by I,. To facilitate the discussion we 
occasionally countenance m = 0 In = 0] and call such an m x n matrix 
rowless [columnless]. 
DEFINITION 1. A ¢ C nx" is termed Re-nonnegative definite [Re-posi- 
tive definite], abbreviated Re-nnd [Re-pd] if Re(x*Ax) >~ 0 [> 0] for every 
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nonzero x in C n. The set of all Re-nnd [Re-pd] matrices in C n×n is denoted 
by E" [Dn]. 
Thus a complex matrix is Re-nnd [Re-pd] if and only if it is an [a strictly] 
accretive linear operator in the sense of Kato [3, p. 279]. 
First we present a criterion for Re-nndness and a method for constructing 
Re-nnd matrices. Then we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
set 
~= ~(x ,  8) = {A ~ E"IAX = S} 
(where X, B ~ C "×'') to be nonempty, and, when 7f  has a member, we 
show how one may construct them all. 
So here we are carrying out for Re-nnd the program pursued for Re-pd in 
[6]. Although certain values of m and n were not treated in [6], our results 
here cover all positive m and n, and we shall explain how the work already 
published in [6] actually covers the cases originally omitted. We begin with 
some known lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. A ~ E" [D"] if and only if H(A) is nonnegative [positive] 
definite (abbreviated nnd [ pd]). 
LEMMA 2 (cf. [1]). Let a Hermitian matrix A be partitioned as 
All A12 ] 
A= AT2 A22]' 
where All and A22 are Hermitian submatrices. Then A is nnd if and only if 
both Az2 and All - A12 A*22 A* 2 are nnd, and A12 At22 A22 = A12. 
LEMMA 3 (el. [5, 8]). Let P ~ C p×s and Q ~ Cq×q Then thefoUowing 
five statements are equivalent: 
(1) Pp*p = P; 
(2) the matrix equation ZQ = P has a solution; 
(3) ker Q G ker P; 
['1 (4) rank Q = rank Q ; 
(5) rank Q* = rank[ P* lQ* ]. 
Now we present a fundamental theorem of this paper. 
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THEOREM 1. Let  A ~ C "xn be part it ioned as 
Al l  At,z] 
A = A21 A,22 j , 
where A ,  ~ C n'×nl and n 1 + n 2 = n. Then A is Re-nnd i f  and only i f  both 
Az~ " and 
All -- ½( At'2 + A~I)( A22 + A~2)t( A21 + A~2 )
are Re-nnd, and rank(Ae2 + A~2) = rank[ A2j + A*~I A22 + A~]. 
= 7(A12 Proof. For simplicity, put B~I = H(Au),  Bee = H(A22) ,  Bl2 1 
* A ° = A~ - B12Bt22B* 2, and B p, = Bj, - B~2B22B~2. Obviously, + A,21), ~ 
[BI~ B~2] 
//(A°~) =BI '  1 and H(A) - -  [B~ B,2~ " 
By Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, the following are equivalent: (1) A is Re-nnd, 
(2) H(A)  is nnd, (3) B22 and Bill are nnd, and rank B22 = rank[B~2[B22], 
(4) A22 and A{~ are Re-nnd, and rank(A22 + A~2) = rank[ A2~ + A~2I Azz + 
• 
COROLLARY 1. Let A ~ C '.x" be part it ioned as 
JAn-1 an 1 A= [ a,* a,,,, ' 
where A n ~ ~ C(,,-  l)x~,,- l~ C" -  l , a,,, % ~ , and ar~ n 
(1) when Rea .... > O, A ~ E" i f  and only i f  
C2. Then one has' 
A,, 1 - - (a , ,  + an)(a,, + a,,)* ~ E"- I ;  
4 Re an,  , 
(2) when Rea,,, =0 ,  A ~ E ~ i f  and only i f  A , _~ ~ E "-~ and a,, + 
ot n = O. 
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The definition and lemma which follow are designed to simplify the 
problem of describing 7f(X, B). 
DEFINITION 2. When X, B ~ C "×'', and W __c C n×~, we set 
X, B ; ~') = [ W if m = 0, i.e. X and B are columnless, 
S:( 
{A ~ 5:1AX = B} otherwise. 
LEMMA 4. Let X ~ C~ '×' ,  B E C "×' ,  P ~ C~ ×", Q ~ C"~ ×', and 
W c C "×'. Then 
S~'(X, B; ~') = P*S:(PXQ, P-I*BQ; V - l .~ ,p -1)p .  (1) 
I f  we also suppose that 
(where B 2 is r×r ) ,  then M =/= O implies S:'(X, B; ~)  = f~, and M = O 
forces 
{I lI'l.* ) S: (X ,B ;g : )  =P*S  ~' , B2 ; WP- '  P. 
In particular, P-I*WP-1 is just g~ provided W = D" or E". 
Note: If X = 0 then I r, B 1, B 2 are columnless matrices. 
Proof. The first conclusion follows from the fact that AX = B if and 
only if 
(P - I *AP-1) (PXQ)  = P:~*BQ. (2) 
The two conclusions depending on whether M is zero may be drawn by 
comparing the last m - r columns of both sides of (2) and then the first r 
columns of both sides. The assertions about D" and E n are trivial. • 
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This lemma shows that the case m = rank X is pivotal. There are two 
simple subcases which we consider now and thus eliminate some potentially 
columnless matrices from our subsequent discussion: (1) m = rank X = 0, in 
which case S~(X, B ;~)  = ~ if B = 0, and ~ if B v~ 0, and (2) n = m = 
rank X > O, in which case &a(X, B; c~) = {BX-1} N c~. Now suppose n > m 
>/ 1, and set 
where B 1 ~ C ° ' - ' ' °×' ' '  and B e ~ C '''×''' 
THEOREM 2. The set 7~o is nonempty if and only if B e is Re-nnd. When 
B e is Re-nnd, 
[ E + ½Z*(B 2 + B~')*Z 
'1~0 = ( B,2 + B.~ ) ( B,2 + B ~ ) tZ  - B* c x 1 B2 
Proof. Put B 0 = B e + B* for convenience. If there exists A 0 ~ 7~0 , 
then 
,0',n01,0] 
is Re-nnd by Theorem 1. 
If B 2 is Re-nnd, then Theorem 1 shows that A ~ 7"~0 if and only if 
~7,BtZ ] E +  o BI 
A = Z - B~ B 2 " 
where E ~ E ..... and Z E C ' ' 'x( '- ' ' '~ such that rank B(~ = rank[ZIBo]. By 
Lemma 3 this rank condition is equivalent to B o B~Z = Z. If  we replace each 
Z in the formula for A by B o B~Z, the rank condition which insures that A is 
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Re-nnd becomes rank B 0 = rank[ B o BtoZl B0 ], which is automatically satisfied 
for every Z ~ C m×(n-m). That substitution also gives A the desired form. • 
Now we consider the set 
7f  1 = A ~ E" A X2 = B2 , 
where X 1 and B 1 e C("-"0xm, X2 ~- --m~'~mXrn, B 2 ~ C re×m, and n > m/> 1. 
THEOREM 3. The set 7 f  1 is nonempty if and only if U = X~BI + X~B 2 
is Re-nnd. When U is Re-nnd, 
~= p* p 
( i  + u*)(u + u 
E ~ E n-m, Z ~ cm×(n-m)), 
where 
I,, m -X1X21] 
e = - ~ C n×" 
0 X~ 1 
Proof. In fact, one has 
p-  1 ___ [ In m X1 
So this theorem follows from Lemma 4 with Q = I m and Theorem 2. • 
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THEOREM 4. In the case of n > m = rank X >1 1, the set g¢~= gel(X, B) 
is nonempty if and only if X*B is, Re-nnd. When X* B is Re-nnd, 
g¢'= P~P* ½Z*(X*B B*X 
( X*B + B*X)(  X*B + B*X)*Z - B* X*B PPo 
E ~ E n-m, Z ~ Cm×(n-m)), 
where Po is any n X n real permutation matrix such that 
X1 ] and X 2 ~ C . . . .  m X ~t Po X = X2 
and 
p = m Po B = , and B l 
X~ 1 ' B2 
Proof. This theorem follows from Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 as well as 
the fact that X~B 1 + X~B 2 = (PoX)*Po B = X*B because of the orthogo- 
nality of P0- • 
COROLLARY 2. I f  
0v~x= i I ~ C n 
n 
and b = ~ C n, 
then 7f(x,  b) ~ 0 if and only if Re(x 'b )  >~ 0. Furthermore, suppose Po is 
the permutation matrix which interchanges the pth and nth rows of I n, where 
p = max{klx k ÷ 0}, and set 
[] [b0] Xo and Pob = Pox = xt, bp " 
144 
Then 
(1) when Re(x 'b )  > 0, 
'~(x ,b )= {Pop* IE  
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+ [4Re(x*b) ] - l zz  * b o ]ep ° 
z* - b~ x*b J 
E ~E n- l ,  z ~C" - I  
(2) when Re(x 'b )  = 0, 
PoP*-b 
where 
 °b]PVo ,), 
x;, j 
LEMMA 5. LetX,  B~C"×" , le t r=rankX,  and le t [Y ]be  
IX ]  nX.~ Thenforany ~'c  C "Xn, submatrix of with Y ~ C~ . 
a2nXs  
and they are equal if there is' an A o ~ C "×" (it need not lie in ~)  such that 
A o X = B. 
Proof. Y and C are selected so that AX = B implies AY = C, so the 
asserted containment follows. Now suppose that AoX = B and A 
S~(Y, C; ~'). Then by the foregoing, AoY = C. Since Y is a submatrix of X 
with rank Y = rank X, there is an s x m matrix Z such that X = YZ. Hence 
AX = AYZ = CZ = AoYZ = AoX = B, 
so A ~,Y(X ,  B; ~'). • 
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THEOREM 5. Let X, B ~ C "xm and let ~ = D" 
Sz( X, B; ~ ) :/: Q if and only if 
(i) there is an A o ~ C "x~ such that AoX = B, and 
(ii) X*B  ~ ~. 
or E". Then 
REMARK. Several conditions which are equivalent to (i) can be obtained 
from Lemma 3. 
Proof. I f  A ~Sa(X ,  B ;~) ,  set A 0 = A and note that H(X*B)= 
H(X*AX) = X*H(A)X.  Thus A ~ ~ implies X*B ~ ~. 
Conversely, select Y and C as in Lemma 5 but with s = r. Then 
Y* C ~ ~,  because it is a principal submatrix of X * B, and by (i) and Lemma 
5 
5"( x ,  B; = C; 
It suffices to show that Sz(Y, C; ~)  ¢ •. We do that case by case. If  Y is 
columnless (i.e. r = 0), so is C, and hence Sa(Y, C; ~)= ~.  So assume 
r >/ 1. I f  n = r, then A 0 E~(Y ,C ;~)  because AoY = C and 
A o = y- l*Y*AoYY-1 = y - l * (y*c )y - I  ~ ~.  
Furthermore AY = C implies A = CY -1 = A 0, so Sz(Y, C; ~)  = {A0}. 
Now assume n > r >~ 1. When ~ = E n, this case is dealt with in Theo- 
rem 4, and gf fX,  B; E")  = S°(Y, C; E") = 7W(Y, C) is described there. When 
= D n, this case is treated in Theorem 4 of [6], and the solutions 
SffX, B; D") =SP(Y,C; D n) =~'  are described there. (Note: C and Y play 
the roles of the B and Y which appear in the ~¢' in [6].) • 
REMARK. Of course, our results here are true for real nonnegative 
definite (not necessarily symmetric) matrices, and thus generalize the results 
in [4], [7], and [8], where the real symmetric nnd solutions to the same inverse 
problem are discussed. 
The first author benefited greatly from discussions with Professor Adi 
Ben-Israel during his visiting Dalian University of Technology in late June of 
1991. The first author's current address is Department of Mathematics, Iowa 
State University. 
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